
Benefits Guide for Caregivers

Public Benefits 



Who We Work With
Out of Home Care

• Children and youth

• Foster parents

• Guardians



Special Challenges For Our Kids
• Prenatal care and nutrition

• Fetal alcohol syndrome

• Disability 

• Trauma

• Moving around

• Changing schools

• Aging out



How We Help      

• Adoption

• Guardianship

• Benefits

• Supplemental Security   

Income

• System-wide reform

• Education

• Healthcare

• Transition-Age Youth



Benefits 
Advocacy
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Most Children Living With Non-Parents Qualify for 
Monthly Cash Benefits.
Potential sources of funding are:
• Foster Care
• CalWORKS (welfare)
• ARC (Approved Relative Caregiver) Funding Option 

Program
• Kinship Guardianship Assistance Payment Program (Kin-

GAP)
• Adoption Assistance Program (AAP)
A child in foster care should always qualify for some cash 

benefit.



The Basics

Who qualifies
for funding?

• Most kids in out of home care
• All kids in foster care

Types of 
Funding 

1. Federal foster care funding
2. State foster care funding
3. Welfare (calWORKS)
4. Kinship Guardianship Assistance (Kin-GAP)
5. Adoption Assistance (AAP)

Purpose of 
Funding

• Providing a safe and stable placement

Advocating for
Funding

• Negotiating with DCFS/Preparing a Demand Letter
• Briefing and oral advocacy at administrative hearing
• Ensuring compliance with the judge’s decision



Types of Funding



FOSTER CARE FUNDING
ARC
CALWORKS



Foster Care Funding > ARC > CalWORKS
• Foster Care Funding: 
• Fixed amount per child
• Starting January 1, 2017: at least $889/month per child
• Additional funding available to care for children with special medical, 

behavioral and/or developmental needs

• ARC (Approved Relative Caregiver):
• Fixed amount per child
• Funding equivalent to “basic” rate of Foster Care funding regardless of a 

child’s special needs
• Starting January 1, 2017:  additional funding available to care for children 

with special medical, behavioral and/or developmental needs

• CalWORKS:
• Amount decreases for each additional child
• Less than $387/month per child
• NO additional funding available to care for children with special medical, 

behavioral and/or developmental needs



SPECIALIZED CARE RATES
What they are, and how to qualify for them
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The Basics

 A child in foster care who has special medical, developmental or 
emotional needs may be eligible to receive a specialized care rate -
higher than the basic rate and often higher than SSI.  

 Most counties have their own rate structures to account for 
children’s special needs.

 Los Angeles County has two specialized care rates (D-Rate and F-
Rate), most counties have only one.

• NOTE: if a child in foster care is transferred to another county or         
state, that county’s or state’s rates – and their qualifying criteria - apply. 

The Dual Agency rate is for children who are Regional Center clients (for 
treatment of developmental delays), applicable everywhere in 
California.



The D-Rate
• For children with severe and persistent emotional and/or 

behavioral issues
• Child must be at least 37 months old to potentially qualify
• D-rate assessment of child by the Department of Mental 

Health
• Specific qualifying diagnosis (e.g. PTSD, Bipolar Disorder, etc.)
• Suicidal/violent ideation, OR substantial impairment in at least 

two of the following life areas:
• Home
• Self-care
• School
• Community

• 16-hour D-rate class for Caregiver (or equivalent)



The F-Rate
• For children with medical, physical or developmental issues.

• E.g. Asthma, Eczema, Bedwetting (for ages 4 and up), Speech 
and/or Language Delays

• Specific diagnosis required
• 16-hour F-rate class for Caregiver (or equivalent)
• Rates range from F-1 (lowest) to F-4 (highest), based on the 

degree of need
• The F-rate can be “bumped up” one level for behavioral 

therapy OR multiple medical problems.
• Nature and frequency of prescribed medication is often a 

factor.



The Dual Agency Rate(s)
• For Regional Center clients who have developmental delays
• Early Intervention Rate: For most qualifying children under the 

age of 3 
• “Full” Dual Agency Rate: For “lifetime” regional center clients 

with a qualifying diagnosis (e.g. autism)
• All Early Intervention children must be reassess by Regional 

Center by the age of 3 to see if they qualify for lifetime 
status.

• “Full” Dual Agency Rate children may be eligible for an 
additional supplement to the rate ($250-$1000 per month)



BEYOND FOSTER CARE
Other out-of-home care possibilities
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Kinship Guardianship Assistance Payment Program (Kin-
GAP)
• Applies to children who were formerly in foster care, but are 

now in a Dependency Court legal guardianship with a 
relative.

• Does not apply to children who are in a legal guardianship 
granted by Probate Court.

• The Kin-GAP rate structure is identical to the Foster Care rate 
structure.

• Kin-GAP guardians should contact DCFS at 1-888-MY-GRAND 
(694-7263) for funding issues, specialized care rate 
assessments, etc.
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Adoption Assistance Program (AAP) Payments

• AAP benefits are available for caregivers who have adopted 
out of the foster care system.

• Both relative and non-relative Caregivers may receive AAP 
benefits.

• AAP benefits are based on an agreement called the 
“Adoptive Placement Agreement,” signed at the time of the 
adoptive placement.
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AAP Payments (continued)

• A child can receive a specialized care rate or the Dual Agency 
Rate through AAP.

• Once the Adoptive Placement Agreement is signed, the 
agreed-on benefit rate will not change. 

• If the child’s needs change after the adoption is finalized, you 
must contact Post-Adoption Services (1-800-735-4984) to 
request a higher rate.



IMPLEMENTATION OF 
RESOURCE FAMILY APPROVAL
Starting January 1, 2017



Agenda
• Goals and Vision of CCR

• Overview of Current Law and Policy for 
Resource Family Approval

• Home Based Family Care Rate

• Best Practices in Implementation of 
Resource Family Approval

• Tools to Help Families Navigate Resource 
Family Approval 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we get started – a few logistics.  Today’s webinar is being recorded.  You will be able to access the recording of the website and also download today’s powerpoint and the full study that we will be discussing today on the Step UP for Kin website.  The link to the website where the materials will be available following today’s training is on the slide.  All attendees will be in listen only mode.  But, we do want to hear from you if you’re having any technical difficulties or if you’d like to ask a question!  If you are having technical difficulties – please email William Smith at W.Smith@kids-alliance.org. WE also want to answer your questions.  You can submit questions or any other comments in the questions box portion of your GotoWebinar dashboard  We will be taking all questions that are submitted at the end of today’s webinar. However, you can submit a question at any time– you do not have to wait until the conclusion of the webinar. A certification of participation will also be posted on the Step UP website following today’s training, so that you can get training credit for attending today’s webinar.  



GOALS AND VISION 



RFA LEGISLATIVE INTENT

Unified, family friendly, and child-centered 
approval process that applies to all types of 
foster families:
• Eliminates duplication 
• Increases approval standards 
• Incorporates a comprehensive 

psychosocial assessment of all families
• Includes approval for: foster care, 

adoption, guardianship 
Resource 

Family

Foster 
Family 

Adoptive 

Family

Relative 
Caregiver

Authorized under AB 340 (2007), reauthorized under SB 1013 (2013) and modified 
under AB 403 (2015) & AB 1997 (2016); WIC § 16519.5



• All children live with a committed, permanent and  
nurturing family  with strong community connections

• Services and supports should be individualized and  
coordinated across systems and children shouldn’t need  to 
change placements to get services

• When needed, congregate care is a short-term, high  
quality, intensive intervention that is just one part of a  
continuum of care available for children, youth and  
young adults

• Effective accountability and transparency drives  
continuous quality improvement for state, county and  
providers

2
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Vision



What Happens on January 1, 2017?
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• Group Homes must transition to become Short Term Residential
Therapeutic Programs or have an extension

• All new families must be approved as Resource Families. 
(Existing  homes have until 12/31/19 to convert)

• Phase 1 of new rate structure will implement:
– All licensed and certified foster homes, NREFM and relative  

caregivers will be receive $889 Basic Level unless already  
receiving a higher rate.

– FFA agency rate will be raised to Basic Level Agency rate
– STRTP rate will be in effect for licensed facilities

• Foster Family Agencies must submit updated Plan of Operation
and revised Program Statement

• Counties must implement Child and Family Teams



What happens afterwards?
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• STRTPs must have a Mental Health Program Approval/  
Medi-Cal Certification to provide on-site Specialty Mental  
Health Services no later than 12 months after licensure.

• STRTPs and FFAs must become nationally  accredited no 
later than 24 months after licensure and  must provide 
statute updates to CDSS at 12 and 18 month  intervals
post-licensure.

• All existing foster homes must be approved as Resource  
Families by 12/31/19.

• A statewide Child Welfare Assessment tool will be selected  
following completion of a 9 month pilot.

• Implementation of a new Performance and Oversight  
framework for providers and counties by 1/1/19.



RESOURCE FAMILY APPROVAL
Overview of Current Law and Policy 



OVERVIEW OF TIMELINE



PLACEMENT PRIOR TO APPROVAL
1. Compelling Reason:

• Based on needs of the child

• After home environment approval completed

• Permanency assessment to be completed within 90 days

2. Emergency Basis:

• Must be with relative or nonrelative extended family member

• Requires WIC 309/361.45 assessment (WIC 309 requirements have not changed)

• Home environment assessment must be initiated within 5 business days and 
caregiver must turn in RFA application

AFDC-FC funding is not available to families until full approval has been achieved BUT 
counties can use expedited CalWORKs, Foster Parent Recruitment and Retention 
Funds, and/or Emergency Assistance to bridge the gap!!  At a minimum, counties must 
provide relatives with the Expedited CalWORKs application. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kim – make sure to explain what a WIC 309/361.45 assessment is and what the WIC 309 requirements are



ISSUE SPOTTING
• CSW didn’t tell caregiver about the requirement that the 

application and supporting materials be submitted within 5 
days

• Caregiver is getting no funding after an emergency 
placement and pending approval



CORE ELEMENTS OF RFA
• One standard – relatives and recruited families treated the same

• One process – approved for any child in foster care, approved in any 
county, and approved for guardianships & adoptions 

• Comprehensive assessment required, includes:

o Home Environment Assessment

o Permanency Assessment

• Pre- and post-approval training required for all families

• Procedures for expedited placements 

WIC § 16519.6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Relatives now required to receive 12 hours pre-approval training and 8 hours annual training. Counties align training with local requirements which can include participation in PRIDE training, which consists of several modules equal to 28 hours of training. However counties assist relatives in meeting this requirement: for example, relatives have access to foster parent training through community colleges, on-line training access, and counties have sent staff to the relatives’ home to provide in-person training. 



Overview of RFA Process
• All resource family applicants will:

1. Receive a RFA orientation

2. Undergo criminal clearances and background checks

3. Undergo home environment assessment 

4. Participate in 12 hours pre-approval training + 8 additional hours within 
the first year (some counties/FFAs may require additional training hours)

5. Provide health screening for applicants  and TB screening for all adults in 
home

6. Participate in a psychosocial assessment

7. Receive a written report of the resource family



Approval Standards
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Criminal Records/Child Abuse Review √ √ √ √

Standardized Criteria for Criminal Record
Exemptions

√ √ √

Homes and Ground Safety Check √ √ √ √

Training Required √ √

Psychosocial Assessment √ √

Applicant References √ √

Annual Review of all families √ √



HOME ENVIRONMENT ASSESSMENT
Home environment assessment requires:

1) Criminal record clearance (and any necessary exemptions) of each applicant 
and all adults residing in, or regularly present in, the home

2) Consideration of substantiated allegations of child abuse or neglect

3) Building, grounds & storage requirements that ensure health and safety 

4) Total # of children shall not exceed 6 children.

o Exception: Exceptional circumstances exist that are documented in the 
foster child’s case file, including but not limited to the need to place 
siblings together

5) Applicant must understand:

o Rights of children and his/her responsibility to safeguard those rights

o Responsibility to act as a reasonable and prudent parent and maintaining 
the least restrictive environment serving the child’s needs. 

WIC § 16519.5(d)(2)



PERMANENCY ASSESSMENT
Permanency assessment requires:

1. Caregiver training – minimum of 12 hours pre-approval & 8 post-approval hours annually

2. Psychosocial assessment of caregiver/applicant, which shall include a risk assessment of:

o Physical and mental health,

o Alcohol and other substance use and abuse, 

o Family and domestic violence, and

o Caregiver’s understanding of the needs of children in care and ability to meet those 
needs

NOTE: When the applicant is a relative/NREFM, psychosocial assessment shall consider 
nature of relationship between the applicant and the child AND county can do child-specific 
approvals (WIC § 16519.5(d)(3) and Written Directives section 6-07(d))

NOTE #2: The applicant’s preference to provide a specific level of permanency shall not be a 
basis to deny an application. (WIC § 16519.5 (g)(5)(A)(i)(II))

NOTE #3:  If a relative does not wish to adopt or enter into guardianship, the court can 
order a permanent plan of placement with a “fit and willing relative” (WIC § 366.26(c)(4)(B))



Understanding the Psychosocial Assessment
• NOT an adoption home study 

• In depth look  of family structures, values, discipline 
practices, coping strategies, etc.

• Allows the social worker to see into the family system and 
evaluate their strengths and areas where more support may 
be needed for safer and more effective parenting

• Concerns addressed with the family and mitigated when 
possible

• Allows for more thoughtful matches and more individualized 
training to better support families



Maintaining Resource Family Approval
• RFA must be updated annually or more often if “significant 

changes”

o Must begin 60 days prior to approval anniversary and be completed no 
later than 30 days after 

• If a resource family moves from one county to another

o RFA must be updated within 30 days

o Completed update begins new annual period

• A resource family remains approved until the family 
surrenders their approval or their approval is rescinded

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Address any significant changes to the psychosocial assessment, including thefollowing significant changes:(A) A change in the number of people residing in the home.(i) Any additional individuals residing or regularly present in the ResourceFamily’s home, including if the Resource Family becomes a guardianor conservator for any child or other person.(ii) Any adult moving in or out of the home.(iii) Except for a nonminority dependent, any person residing or regularlypresent in the home who reaches his or her 18th birthday.(iv) A change in marital status.(B) A change in the physical or mental health of a child, nonminority dependent, orany other residents in the home, including the Resource Family.(C) A move to a new home location.(D) If the Resource Family has become licensed to operate a family day carehome as defined in Health and Safety Code section 1596.78.



Conversion to RFA
• Current license/approval is good until December 31, 2019 as long as 

they have a child in placement at some point during 2017 (WIC §
16519.5(p)(5)
o Approval can continue after December 31, 2019 as long as RFA initiated by 

that date

o All licensed foster family homes that did not have a child in placement 
between January 1, 2017 – December 31, 2017 shall forfeit license by 
operation of law on January 1, 2018 

o Applications for a foster family home license or request for relative/NREFM 
approval received on or before December 31, 2016 are approved/denied 
under the prior licensing/approval process (not RFA) (WIC §
16519.5(p)(2)(C)

• Truncated RFA Process for Currently Licensed/Approved Families
o Licensed and approved homes with an approved adoptive home study 

completed by January 1, 2018 are deemed approved as a resource family

o Licensed and approved homes with child in placement during 2017 are 
approved as resource families upon completion of psychosocial assessment



Moving to Permanency:  Adoption
• What else happens prior to finalizing adoption once the case 

plan is adoption? 
o Ensure all marriages/dissolutions/death certificates of resource 

family have been verified

o Resource family provided with adoption specific information (WD 
Section 13-01(c)

o Child’s adoption worker determines if resource family is appropriate 
adoptive placement for the child

o Adoptive placement, AAP and post placement visits completed by 
appropriate adoption agency (county, licensed adoption agency)

o Once family files petition for adoption, appropriate adoption agency 
completes report for the court with recommendation for 
granting/denying petition for adoption



RFA in Los Angeles
• CBOs are being contracted to do the following aspects of RFA

1. Orientation 

2. Pre and post-approval training

3. Home environment assessment

4. Develop CAPs and DAPs for county approval

5. Assist with obtaining documents for criminal exemption 
process

6. Assess for basic needs and tangible supports



ISSUE SPOTTING

• Denials based on issues with the home or the placement 
where exemptions are allowed (ie number of bedrooms, 
number of children that are allowed to be in the home)

• Denials because a relative doesn’t want to care for non-
related children or doesn’t want to adopt

• County refuses to provide/assess child for specialized care 
because the child is placed with a relative

• County refuses to provide the relative more than the basic 
rate/level 1 of the new rate system



HOME BASED FAMILY CARE 
RATE



EQUAL(ISH) FUNDING!

Relative 
Placeme

nt

Relative 
Placement

Eligible for 
Federal Foster 
Care Funding

NOT Eligible for 
Federal Foster 
Care Funding

Foster 
Care 

Benefits

ARC?, 
no SCI

TANF, 
no SCI

ALL Resource 
Families,   

including Relatives 
(federally eligible 

or NOT)

Foster Care 
Benefits, 

including all new 
rates offered by 

state and SCI

Old Rate System Home Based Family Care Rate System

“a child placed with a resource family is eligible for the resource family basic rate… at 
the child’s assessed level of care” (WIC § 16519.5(l))

** Non-federally eligible placed with relatives are still not eligible for infant supplement 
or dual agency rate
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Home Based Family Care Rate Structure 

Basic 
Level 
$889

Basic 
Level 2  
$989

Basic 
Level 3 
$1089

Basic 
Level 4 
$1189

The HBFC Rate paid to the Resource Family is based on the
amount of care and supervision the child needs from the
family. A Level of Care (LOC) Protocol tool is being developed to
guide the county LOC determination.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Home Based Family Care Rate Structure�You have a Basic Level, (renamed for Basic Level of Care 2 thru 4��



Implementation Plan of Rate Structure
Phase 1 (implements 1/1/17)

• FFHs (includes ARC) NRLGs, NREFM , NMDs in SILP paid less than
$889 will get rate increase to that amount.

• FFA Agency rate will be increased to Basic Level plus the foster care
age based payment

• Existing Kin Gap and AAP will remain the same (new cases will  receive
the basic/Level 1 HBFC rate)

• STRTP – Interim Rate of  $12, 030 if licensed as a STRTP
• Wraparound – Single Rate of $8,573
• Intensive Treatment Foster Care – stays the same

Phase 2 (implementation following automation)
• Level of Care 2-4 and Intensive Services Foster Care will be  implemented 

following further state guidance and are available  on a prospective basis 
following full implementation.

• Will implement December 1, 2017



ISSUE SPOTTING

• Caregivers are not provided the new home-based family care 
rate because they have not converted to become a resource 
family 

• Counties cut the specialized care rate to a child

• Child is assessed as needing core services, but  because the 
family was not approved by an FFA, the county refuses to 
provide those services



Overcoming Denials of Foster 
Care Funding
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Challenging a Denial of Benefits
• DCFS is required to issue a written Notice of Action (“NOA”) to the caregiver 

when DCFS takes any action that impact’s the child’s funding.  

• Caregivers have a legal right to challenge any such NOA within 25 days of 
receiving it, by filing for an administrative fair hearing with the state.  
Caregivers should not allow anyone from DCFS to dissuade them from 
their hearing rights!

• Caregivers now have the right to a fair hearing to challenge home approval 
denials or delays, in addition to funding denials.

• Caregivers can file for a fair hearing to challenge home approval or funding 
decisions, even when DCFS has not sent out an NOA to that effect.

• To file for a fair hearing, Caregivers must send a written notice to the 
address provided on the NOA. OR call: 1-800-952-5253.



What can a CASA do to support a family?
• Refer a case to the Alliance or LAFLA!
• If a child is ineligible for Foster Care funds, assist a caregiver 

with an ARC application.
• If a child has an open Benefits case with the Alliance, assist 

Alliance staff with gathering necessary documentation and 
working with family to obtain vital information



BEST PRACTICES IN 
IMPLEMENTING RFA



Best Practices for Implementing RFA at the 
County Level 

• Providing financial assistance to help applicants caring for a child placed 
on an emergency basis pending approval

o LA County provides $400 stipend per child for 3 months and 
caregivers can initiate CalWORKs using expedited app immediately

• Providing support at placement with purchasing of bedding, and other 
items

• Assigning specific staff to assist applicants one-on-one with the 
completion of paperwork

• Using Foster Parents as mentors to support applicants through the 
process

• Using Foster Youth at Orientations to tell their story and need for families 
for older youth



Best Practices for Implementing RFA at the 
County Level 
• Data bases created to track timelines

• Nineteen (19) counties using BINTI – allows relatives to put their 
information in once – expediting relative approvals

• If more than one relative available, work with the family system to 
determine if there is one that will go through the entire process (but 
encouraging counties to work with other relatives to be part of youth’s 
support system)

• Using a Resource Family “Mentor” who can work with relatives

• Providing one-time emergency payment to assist the relative with 
expenses

• Linking relatives to community resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If not covered by CDSS, add:  WD 4.0 will allow for one applicant to be removed from the application process (ex.  A couple where one person cannot complete the process) also will allow adding a second applicant later.Home Environment -  can have 4 children to a bedroom and other things can still be addressed in a DAP



RESOURCES AND TOOLS



RFA Toolkit
• Step by step instructions for 

families navigating RFA

• Vetted with relative 
caregivers

• Will be available online at 
www.stepupforkin.org

• Binders available for 
distribution early Feb. 2017

http://www.stepupforkin.org/


RFA (and CCR!) Is A Work in Progress… 

• Don’t Panic 

• This is designed to be an incremental process… changes, 
revisions and improvements will be ongoing

• Technical assistance and support is available – ask for help! 

• We all need to learn what works together



QUESTIONS? 



Contact Information
Alliance for Children’s Rights

Phone: (213) 368 – 6010
Fax: (213) 368 - 6016

Adam Cherensky, Benefits Program Director
Phone: (213) 368- 6010 x 102
Email: a.cherensky@kids-alliance.org

mailto:a.cherensky@kids-alliance.org
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